Securely Retrieve Data Fast
ImageTrend Vault provides a modernized approach to security and data management by limiting archive access to only authorized users. Those users have the ability to perform record searches in Vault to retrieve, view and print individual care reports and historical records. All of the actions are fully logged and auditable for extra security.

Reduce Liability
Vault limits risk and potential data exposure. Online access only for those that require it and automatic logging of their actions, providing the extra layer of security you need.

Fulfill Archival Needs
ImageTrend Vault has the features to meet your needs or state requirements.

- **Store**: NEMSIS v2 report data from XML imports. When importing from an ImageTrend system, custom fields are included. Optionally, associated attachments can also be stored.

- **Secure**: Includes secure online access, audited access logging with time/date stamp, as well as two-factor authentication.

- **Search**: Search for individual records by agency, patient name, incident or response numbers, or date range to view and print as needed.
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Connect with industry leaders and peers nationwide. More information: ImageTrend.com/Connect